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Hydrogen bond breaking probed with multidimensional stimulated
vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy

John B. Asbury, Tobias Steinel, C. Stromberg, K. J. Gaffney, I. R. Piletic,
and M. D. Fayer
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 8 April 2003; accepted 29 September 2003!

Hydrogen bond population dynamics are extricated with exceptional detail using ultrafast
(,50 fs) infrared multidimensional stimulated vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy with full
phase information and frequency resolved infrared pump–probe experiments performed on the
hydroxyl stretch of methanol–OD oligomers in CCl4 . Hydrogen bond breaking makes it possible to
acquire data for times much greater than the hydroxyl stretch vibrational lifetime. The correlation
spectra and detailed calculations demonstrate that vibrational relaxation leads to hydrogen bond
breaking for oligomers that have hydroxyl stretch frequencies on the low energy~red! side of the
hydroxyl stretch spectrum, the spectral region that is associated with the strongest hydrogen bonds.
Frequency resolved pump–probe data support the conclusions drawn from the correlation spectra.
Using a global fit to the pump–probe spectra, in conjunction with assignments made possible
through the correlation spectra, it is demonstrated that the residual ground state and photoproduct of
hydrogen bond breaking are prepared near their thermal equilibrium distribution. The spectrum of
the hydrogen bond breaking photoproduct and the residual ground state approach the steady-state
temperature difference spectrum on the tens of picoseconds time scale, indicating the system
thermalizes on this time scale. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1627762#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen bonding in alcohol liquids and water giv
rise to complex structures and dynamics. In hydrogen bo
ing liquids, hydrogen bonds are constantly being broken
formed.1 The structural dynamics of hydrogen bond n
works play an important role in determining the properties
hydrogen bonding liquids. Such liquids have generate
great deal of experimental2–20 and theoretical21–28 study be-
cause of their importance as solvents in chemical and
logical systems. Recently, applications of ultrafast infra
spectroscopic experiments are producing increased un
standing of hydrogen bond dynamics. While most ultraf
infrared experiments have utilized pump–pro
spectroscopy,5–16 development of the ultrafast infrared vibra
tional echo technique29–32 and the recent extension to mult
dimensional vibrational echo methods,33–35 provide a new
approach for the study of hydrogen bond dynamics. Multi
mensional techniques are beginning to be applied to hy
gen bonding systems.18–20 Multidimensional stimulated vi-
brational echo methods are closely related
multidimensional NMR experiments.36–38However, multidi-
mensional stimulated vibrational echo correlation spectr
copy operates on a sufficiently fast time scale~tens of fs! to
directly examine the time evolution of hydrogen bondi
networks.

Examination of the hydroxyl stretch provides inform
tion on hydrogen bonding because the frequency of the
droxyl stretch is sensitive to the strength and type of hyd
gen bonding.1,39,40 Fluctuations in the populations an

strengths of hydrogen bonds produce hydroxyl stretch spe
tral evolution.8,21,41The linear absorption spectrum cannot be
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used to examine spectral evolution because absorption
in hydrogen bonded liquids are inhomogeneou
broadened3,4,8,11,19,20,22,42and yield only time independent in
formation. The inhomogeneous contribution to the line sha
can be eliminated and the underlying dynamical line sha
can be observed using vibrational echo experiments.29–35,43

Because of the complexity of hydrogen bonding system
analysis of different contributions to dynamical vibration
spectra requires ultrafast multidimensional methods. S
methods can separate and narrow the dynamic spe
features,29–35,43permitting the observation of various contr
butions to the dynamics.

In this paper, multidimensional stimulated vibration
echo correlation spectroscopy with full phase information
applied to the study of methanol–OD~MeOD! oligomers in
CCl4 . Figure 1 is a spectrum of 10% MeOD in CCl4 with a
schematic illustration of the different types of hydrog
bonding species. For a MeOD in an oligomer in which t
OD is both a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor~calledd!,
the OD stretch is centered at;2490 cm21, and it has a
FWHM of ;150 cm21. An OD that is a hydrogen bond
donor but not an acceptor~called g! has a peak position o
;2600 cm21 and a FWHM of;80 cm21. An OD that is an
acceptor but not a donor~calledb! has a spectrum centere
at 2690 cm21 with a 20 cm21 FWHM.6 The shift to the
lower energy and the broad spectra of thed andg bands are
caused by the change in the hydroxyl stretch potential w
hydrogen bonding.1,39,40The high energy~blue! side of thed
band is associated with weaker hydrogen bonds and the

c-energy ~red! side results from stronger hydrogen
bonds.1,39,40,44Breaking a hydrogen bond changes the nature

1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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of the species and, therefore, its absorption frequency. In
oligomer longer than a trimer, if ad breaks a hydrogen bond
two d absorbers are lost from the absorption spectrum, an
g and ab are formed~see schematic in Fig. 1!.6 Therefore,
the dynamics of the spectrum of the hydroxyl stretch refl
the population dynamics of the hydrogen bonds. The ti
dependent shapes and positions of the bands in the v
tional echo correlation spectra provide information on
structural evolution of the system. Initial experiments us
multidimensional vibrational echoes to study MeOD olig
mers have been presented.3,4

Recently, vibrational relaxation and hydrogen bond d
namics in MeOD dissolved in CCl4 were measured with ul
trafast infrared pump–probe spectroscopy.5–8 The hydroxyl
stretch ofd MeODs was excited at 2500 cm21. Following
vibrational relaxation with a;500 fs lifetime, the signal did
not decay to zero because of hydrogen bond breaking
preserved the ground state bleach in thed band. The studies
showed that hydrogen bond breaking occurred following
brational relaxation on two time scales,;200 fs and;2 ps.6

The fast rate arises from a direct breaking mechan
wherein the excited hydroxyl stretch decays into vibratio
modes that directly lead to the hydrogen bond dissociat
The slower rate of breaking is caused by an indirect mec
nism wherein the dissociation of hydrogen bonds follo
vibrational energy flow from the initially excited molecule
other MeODs of the same oligomer.6 The pump–probe signa
does not decay monotonically to zero. Rather, following
rapid decay the signal increases to a second maximum
;4 ps because of the hydrogen bond breaking. The de
from the second maximum, caused by hydrogen bond re

FIG. 1. The linear absorption spectrum of a 10% solution of methanol–
in CCl4 . b’s are hydroxyls that are acceptors but not donors.g’s are donors
but not acceptors.d’s are both donors and acceptors. These are illustra
schematically at the top of the figure. The shoulder on the red side of
spectrum is a Fermi resonance with the overtone of the methyl roc
mode. This feature is absent in fully deuterated methanol.

12982 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
mation, occurs on two time scales, with;7 and;20 ps time
constants. The excited state lifetime was found to be wav
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length dependent, varying from;900 fs at 2550 cm21 to
;400 fs at 2450 cm21.6

Here, we present an expanded experimental study o
brational relaxation and hydrogen bond dynamics in MeO
andd-MeOD ~fully deuterated methanol! dissolved in CCl4
using the shortest mid-IR pulses produced to date (,50 fs or
,4 cycles of light!. Because of the very large bandwid
associated with the ultrashort pulses, it is possible to perfo
experiments on the entire broad hydroxyl stretching 0–1
1–2 bands of MeOD oligomers even though the combin
ground state and first excited state bands of MeOD
;400 cm21 wide. We begin by discussing frequency r
solved IR pump–probe spectra ofd-MeOD. In contrast to
MeOD, the excited state lifetime is wavelength independ
across the broad hydroxyl stretch band because a Fermi r
nance with the overtone of the methyl rocking mode~shoul-
der on the red side of the spectrum in Fig. 1! is absent in
d-MeOD.3,4 Consequently, we are able to employ a glob
fitting procedure in both time and frequency that incorp
rates the detailed kinetic model developed previously to
plicate the hydrogen bond dynamics.

To obtain information beyond that available from th
linear absorption spectrum and spectrally resolved pum
probe experiments, a detailed report is presented of the
application of ultrafast heterodyne detected multidimensio
stimulated vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy w
full phase control to the study of the dynamics of hydrog
bonding liquids.3,4 The resulting correlation spectra includ
both the 0–1 and 1–2 vibrational transitions. By using pul
that are transform limited in the sample and by controlli
path lengths with accuracy of a small fraction of a wav
length of light along with proper data analysis, correlati
spectra are obtained with correct phase relationships ac
the entire spectrum in a manner that is similar to 2D NM
spectroscopy.36–38 The correlation spectra contain informa
tion that is not available from other spectroscopic probes
vibrational relaxation and hydrogen bond dynamics.

The vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy techniq
measures the population and vibrational dephasing dynam
in two frequency dimensions,vm and vt . The vm axis is
similar to the frequency axis in frequency resolved pum
probe spectroscopy. Hydrogen bond dynamics represe
photochemical system in which vibrational excitation of t
hydroxyl stretch results in hydrogen bond breaking.5,6,8,45

Therefore, thevm axis provides information on the identit
of the species that result from hydrogen bond breaking. T
vt axis does not have an analog in the pump–probe exp
ment; it provides an additional dimension of information th
is contained only in the correlation spectrum. The positio
and signs of peaks in the correlation spectra contain the
tory of the various species involved in the hydrogen bond
dynamics. Separation of the peaks in the two-dimensio
~2D! correlation spectrum is equivalent to separation
quantum pathways even though the pathways result in o
cal emission at the same frequency. Interferences betw
peaks with different histories are removed, which simplifi
the interpretation of the sequence of events.3,4 The correla-
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e-
tion spectra and comparison to detailed calculations unam-
biguously demonstrate that hydrogen bonds are broken selec-
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tively on the red side of thed band and that the photoprodu
of hydrogen bond breaking,g MeODs, are created.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The ultrashort IR pulses are generated using a Ti:s
phire regeneratively amplified laser/OPA system. The out
of the regen is 26 fs transform limited 2/3 mJ pulses at 1 k
rep rate. These are used to pump a substantially mod
Spectra Physics short pulse IR OPA. The output of the O
is compressed to produce,50 fs virtually transform limited
IR pulses as measured by collinear autocorrelation. For
experiments, the compression was readjusted to give tr
form limited pulses in the sample as measured by a sam
that gave a purely nonresonant signal. The long-term sta
ity is such that data were collected continuously for as lo
as five days.

For the heterodyne detected multidimensional stimula
vibrational echoes, the IR beam is split into five beam
Three of the beams are the excitation beams for the sti
lated vibrational echo. A fourth beam is the local oscilla
~LO! used to heterodyne detect the vibrational echo sig
All of the beams that pass through the sample are optic
identical and are compensated for GVD simultaneously. T
vibrational echo signal combined with the LO is pass
through a monochromator. For the spectrally resolv
pump–probe experiments, one of the excitation beam
used for pump–probe experiments. The fifth beam is
times weaker than the others and is used as the probe b
After passing through the sample, the probe beam is dire
into the monochromator. Depending on the experiment,
heterodyne detected echo or the probe beam is detected
32 element MCT array. At each monochromator setting,
array detects 32 individual wavelengths. The data were p
cessed using a computer that acted as a digital lock-in
plifier that was synchronized to an optical chopper.

Difference intensity measurements were made for b
the vibrational echo and pump–probe experiments. For
first laser pulse, the array measured the local oscillato
probe beam and the corresponding signal field. For the n
laser shot, the optical chopper blocked one of the beam
prevent the signal field from being generated and only
local oscillator or probe beam was measured. The differe
between these two measurements was then normalize
the spectrum of the local oscillator or probe detected in
second shot to remove the effect of pixel-to-pixel variatio
in the array. Both the heterodyne detected vibrational e
and the pump–probe signal are quadratic in the intensit
the laser. A single element detector measured the overal
tensity of the laser, and was used to do a second norma
tion of the signals to provide the proper quadratic normali
tion.

The sample, 10% MeOD or 10%d-MeOD in CCl4 , was
held in a sample cell of CaF2 flats with a spacing of 50mm.
The peak absorbance of the samples was 0.18. Such a
absorbance is necessary to prevent serious distortions o
pulses as they propagate through the sample.

For the spectrally resolved pump–probe experime

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
the change in transmission spectrum was collected as a fun
tion of the delay between the pump and probe pulses. Th
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monochromator was stepped across the spectrum so tha
arrays of wavelengths measured by the different array blo
matched up to form a continuous spectrum across the e
hydroxyl stretch band. The pump pulse was delayed in v
able steps. The spectrum of the pump and probe pulses
identical. The spectrum of the probe was removed from
data as the data were collected. The data were not corre
for the spectrum of the pump; it is sufficiently broad to sp
the desired spectral region.

The phase-resolved, heterodyne detected, stimulated
brational echo was measured as a function of one freque
variable,vm , and two time variables,t andTw , which are
defined as the time between the first and second radia
field-matter interactions and the second and third inter
tions, respectively. The measured signal is the absolute v
squared of the sum of the vibrational echo electric field,S,
and the local oscillator electric field,L:uL1Su25L212LS
1S2. The L2 term is time-independent and theS2 is negli-
gibly small; hence, neither contributes to the time dep
dence of the signal. The spectrum of the 2LS term is thevm

frequency axis. As thet variable is scanned in 2 fs steps, th
phase of the echo electric field is scanned relative to the fi
local oscillator electric field, resulting in an interferogra
measured as a function of thet variable. The interferogram
contains the amplitude, sign, frequency, and phase of
echo electric field as it varies witht. By numerical Fourier
transformation, this interferogram is converted into the f
quency variablevt . In NMR, the vt and thevm axes are
generally referred to as thev1 and thev3 axes, respectively

The interferogram contains both the absorptive and d
persive components of the vibrational echo signal. Howe
two sets of quantum pathways can be measured inde
dently by appropriate time ordering of the pulses in t
experiment.37,38With pulses 1 and 2 at the time origin, path
way 1 or 2 is obtained by scanning pulse 1 or 2 to nega
time, respectively. In principle, by adding the Fourier tran
forms of the interferograms from the two pathways, the d
persive component cancels leaving only the absorp
component.4,37,38The 2D vibrational echo correlation spect
are constructed by plotting the amplitude of the absorpt
part of the stimulated vibrational echo as a function of bo
vm andvt .

Lack of perfect knowledge of the timing of the pulse
and consideration of chirp on the vibrational echo pulse
quires a ‘‘phasing’’ procedure to be used.4 The projection
slice theorem4,36–38 is employed to generate the absorpti
2D correlation spectrum. The projection of the absorptive
correlation spectrum onto thevm axis is equivalent to the IR
pump–probe spectrum recorded at the sameTw , as long as
all the contributions to the stimulated vibrational echo a
absorptive. Consequently, comparison of the projected
stimulated vibrational echo spectrum with the pump–pro
spectrum permits the correct isolation of the absorptive
brational echo correlation spectrum from the 2D spectr
obtained from the addition of the two quantum pathways

It is possible to come relatively close to the correct c

12983Hydrogen bond breaking
c-
e
relation spectrum prior to the ‘‘phasing’’ procedure because
the very short pulses permit their time origins to be known
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within a few fs. The frequency dependent phasing fac
used to correct the 2D spectra has the form

SC~vm ,vt!5S1~vm ,vt!F1~vm ,vt!

1S2~vm ,vt!F2~vm ,vt!,

F1~vm ,vt!5exp@ i ~vmDtLO,E1vtDt1,21Qvmvm

1Cvmvt!#,

F2~vm ,vt!5exp@ i ~vmDtLO,E2vtDt1,21Qvmvm

1Cvmvt!#. ~1!

Each term in Eq.~1! has a well-defined physical origin.SC ,
is the correlation spectrum.S1 and S2 are the spectra re
corded for pathways 1 and 2, respectively.DtLO,E accounts
for the lack of perfect knowledge of the time separation
the LO pulse and the vibrational echo pulse; the term invo
ing Q accounts for linear chirp introduced into the ec
pulse by the rear window of the sample cell;Dt1,2 accounts
for the lack of perfect knowledge of the time origins of e
citation pulses 1 and 2; and the term involvingC accounts
for the linear chirp caused by propagation of the echo pu
through the sample. Following phasing, the errors
,100310218 s across the entire spectrum.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pump–probe spectra

Figure 2~a! shows pump–probe spectra of 10%d-MeOD
in a frequency-time contour plot as a function of pump del
t ~note the logt scale!. The color bar to the right keys th
color of each contour to the corresponding amplitude. T
contours display equal 8% graduations.d-MeOD rather than
MeOD was studied because thed and g excited state life-
times are wavelength independent due to the absence
Fermi resonance between the hydroxyl stretch and the o
tone of the methyl rocking mode.4,46The time dependence o
the photoproduct spectra are more easily extracted with
the complication of wavelength dependent excited state
times during the first few ps. Other than the wavelength
pendent lifetime, comparisons of experiments show that
dynamics ofd-MeOD and MeOD are the same. Figure 2~b!
displays a global fit to the pump–probe data that was e
ployed to assign the different populations contributing to
dynamics. The fit will be discussed in detail below.

At pump delayt5200 fs@bottom of Fig. 2~a!#, the spec-
trum is dominated on the blue side by the positive going 0
transition of thed and g bands and on the red side by th
negative going 1–2 transition of thed. The 1–2 transition of
theg band is obscured by the much larger positive 0–1 tr
sition of the d band. Theg 0–1 transition is centered a
2600 cm21. With an anharmonicity of;100 cm21,47 the g
1–2 transition is centered at;2500 cm21, directly on top of
the d 0–1 transition. The relative intensity of theg 0–1 and
1–2 transitions are much smaller compared with thed 0–1
and 1–2 transitions because the concentration of theg is
lower,5,6,26 the extinction coefficient is three times smaller48

21

12984 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
and the laser spectrum at 2600 cmis approximately 60%
compared to its maximum at 2480 cm21. These combined
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effects make the intensity of theg 0–1 and 1–2 transitions
;20 times smaller than theird band counterparts. Theg 0–1
transition appears in the pump–probe spectra as a small p
tive shoulder next to the large positived 0–1 transition. The
g 1–2 transition is not visible because it is a;5% negative
cut-out of the center of the larged 0–1 transition.

For t;1 ps, the negative going 1–2 transition of thed
band has decayed with the excited state lifetime and is ne
gone. The positive going 0–1d band appears to collapse t
the red and narrow. Byt;4 ps, the positived 0–1 band has
finished moving to the red. The peak reaches another m
mum because of continued hydrogen bond breaking.6 Hydro-
gen bond breaking, which convertsd’s into g’s andb’s, pre-
vents excited state relaxation from completely filling in t
ground state bleach. Consequently, thed band is preserved
for times longer than the excited state lifetime through h
drogen bond breaking.6 In addition, a new negative going
feature appears to the blue of the preservedd band. Although

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Frequency-time contour plots of spectrally resolve
pump–probe data collected as a function of pump delay,t ~note the logt
scale!. The z axis, shown as contours, has units of transmission cha
~arbitrary units!. The positive going~red! features at smallt are the 0–1
transitions of the initially excitedd andg bands. The negative going~blue!
features are the 1–2 transition of thed band. At longert, the positive going
spectrum narrows and shifts to the red because of hydrogen bond bre
and a new negative going feature appears. The 1–2 band decays wit
vibrational lifetime. ~b! A global ~frequency-time! fit of the pump–probe
spectra using a previously reported kinetic model. The agreement is e
lent. See text for details of the fitting procedure.

Asbury et al.
there is more than one mechanism that can give rise to the
observed features in the pump–probe spectrum, it will be
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shown conclusively below using correlation spectrosco
and detailed calculations that this band corresponds to
photoproduct g produced by hydrogen bond breaking6

Therefore, we will discuss the data in terms of the corr
mechanism prior to the elimination of other possible mec
nisms. Finally, fort.4 ps, the amplitudes of the preservedd
and photoproductg spectra decay because of hydrogen bo
recombination until a long time offset is observed, as
ported previously.6 The long term offset is produced by
very small increase in the sample temperature following
brational relaxation that shifts the equilibrium to fewer h
drogen bonds.

To understand the vibrational relaxation and hydrog
bond dynamics observed in the pump–probe spectra, we
by assigning the species in the longt portion of the spectra
The longt portion of the spectra contains contributions on
from the preservedd and photoproductg bands. Figure 3
shows the comparison of thet530 ps pump–probe spectrum
of 10 mol % MeOD with the steady-state temperature diff
ence spectrum of 26 mol % MeOD measured previously5,6

The temperature difference spectrum is for a 9 °C chang
temperature and is a strictly steady-state experiment. W
the temperature is raised, the distribution of hydrogen bo
shifts toward fewer hydrogen bonds and potentially wea
bonds. Because the hydroxyl stretch frequency depend
the strength of hydrogen bonds associated with it, a s
toward weaker hydrogen bonds would produce a blueshi
the spectrum. If hydrogen bonds were lost selectively fr
the red side of the spectrum, then the spectrum would
shift to the blue. In either case, a blueshift of the spectr
would occur. The shift toward the blue at higher temperat
depletes the red side of the spectrum, which correspond
stronger hydrogen bonds.

The t530 ps spectrum closely matches the steady-s
temperature difference spectrum indicating the distribut
of hydrogen bonds in the sample has reached its therm
equilibrated distribution in;30 ps. The small differences i

FIG. 3. Normalized comparison oft530 ps pump–probe spectrum of 1
mol % MeOD in CCl4 ~solid line! with FTIR temperature difference spec
trum of 26 mol % MeOD in CCl4 ~dashed line!. The spectra are nearly
identical. The corresponding linear FTIR spectra are shown in the inse
can be seen from the inset, the small differences between the pump–
spectrum and the temperature difference spectrum result from the d
ences in the samples.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
the two spectra result from the different samples that wer
used. The FTIR spectra of the two samples at room temper
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ture are shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The 26 mol % sam
has slightly more absorbance on the red side of thed band
because, on average, the oligomers are longer.26 The longer
oligomers reduce the relative concentration ofg’s, which
makes theg band ~blue side of the line! smaller compared
with the 10 mol % sample. Thet530 ps pump–probe spec
trum reflects these differences.

Having assigned the preservedd and photoproductg
populations in the longt portion of the pump–probe spectra
we now turn to the earliert regions to explore when the
preservedd and photoproductg populations were formed. As
mentioned earlier, thed andg excited state lifetimes are th
same ind-MeOD ~0.8 ps! because of the absence of th
Fermi resonance on the red side of thed band that shortens
the d lifetime in MeOD.4 Consequently, we are able to de
scribe the spectra and dynamics of excited state decay w
single basis function, which decays exponentially with t
excited state lifetime. At the earliest delays (t!1 ps) the
pump–probe spectra in Fig. 2~a! are dominated by the
ground state bleach and excited state absorption and st
lated emission. Therefore, we chose the earliest pump–p
spectrum (t5200 fs) as a basis function (B1(v)) to fit the
excited state lifetime decay ofboth d and g bands. This
spectrum is shown as the solid line in Fig. 4. To describe
frequency and time dependence of hydrogen bond brea
and reformation, we adopt a model which assumes the s
trum of the preservedd and photoproductg bands are virtu-
ally time independent. This assumption allows us to sele
pump–probe spectrum that displays only the preservedd and
photoproductg spectra and use it as a basis function to d
scribe the spectrum of the species that have broken hydro
bonds at all times,t. We selected thet53.6 ps pump–probe
spectrum as the second basis function (B2(v)) to describe
the preservedd and photoproductg spectra because it is th
earliest spectrum that contains no contribution from the
cited states. This spectrum is shown as the dashed line in

s
be
r-

FIG. 4. Normalized comparison of spectral slices from the pump–pr
data. The spectra att5200 fs and 3.6 ps are shown to illustrate the drama
change in the spectrum of the preservedd band~positive! due to selective
breaking of strong hydrogen bonds on the red side of the band.

12985Hydrogen bond breaking
e
a-
4. ~Note that Fig. 4 is the transmission change while Fig. 3 is
the absorbance change.!
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ployed a global fitting procedure to fit the data set in bo
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were used to describe the frequency dependence in the sim
lation. The pump–probe spectra are displayed in Fig. 4

Downloaded 01 Feb 2004 to 171.64.123.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
-above. To describe the time dependence, we adopted th
netic model developed previously to describe hydrogen b

6

Asbury et al.
time and frequency domains simultaneously. The frequency
dependence was described by the basis functions introduced

breaking and reformation dynamics in MeOD.The equation
used to fit the pump–probe spectra is

S~ t,v!5B1~v!e2kRt1S B2~v!F f fkRkb f

~kb f2kf !~kf2kR!~kb f2kR! D $~kb f2kf !e
2kRt1~kf2kR!e2kb ft1~kb f2kR!e2kf t%

1S B2~v!F f skRkb f

~kb f2ks!~ks2kR!~kb f2kR! D $~kb f2ks!e
2kRt1~ks2kR!e2kb fT1~kb f2kR!e2kst%

1S B2~v!Fs fkRkbs

~kbs2kf !~kf2kR!~kbs2kR! D $~kbs2kf !e
2kRt1~kf2kR!e2kbst1~kbs2kR!e2kf t%

1S B2~v!FsskRkbs

~kbs2ks!~ks2kR!~kbs2kR! D $~kbs2ks!e
2kRt1~ks2kR!e2kbst1~kbs2kR!e2kst%, ~2!
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where kR is the rate of excited state decay. The kine
model6 contains two rate constants for hydrogen bond bre
ing, a component for those that break fast,kb f , and a com-
ponent for those that break slow,kbs . Hydrogen bond refor-
mation was found to occur with two rates as well,6 some that
recombine quickly with ratekf , and some that recombin
slowly with rateks . The relative yields of the population
that break and reform hydrogen bonds quickly isF f f ; those
that break quickly and reform slowly isF f s ; those that break
slowly and reform quickly isFs f ; and those that break an
reform slowly is Fss. The fit to each spectrum is a linea
combination of the two basis function spectra, which a
weighted according to the time dependence determined f
the kinetic model. The first basis functionB1(v) describes
the frequency and time dependence of the excited state
decays with the excited state lifetime, as indicated by the
term in Eq.~2!. The second basis functionB2(v) grows in
with two rates corresponding to hydrogen bond breaking
then decays with two rates corresponding to hydrogen b
reformation. These dynamics are represented by the last
terms in Eq.~2!.

Comparison of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! demonstrates the
quantitative agreement between the fit and the pump–p
spectra. At the earliestt delays, the global fit describes th
excited state lifetime decay ofkR5(1/0.8 ps), as seen in th
decay of the negative going 1–2 excited state absorpt
The gradual collapse and redshift of the positive going f
tures in the first few ps is accurately reproduced by the g
bal fit, even though only two spectra are used as basis fu
tions. The growth of the preservedd and photoproductg
spectra, which reach maxima in;4 ps, is reproduced a
well. This behavior has been observed previously to re
from two time scales of hydrogen bond breaking.6 Finally,
the decay of the preservedd and photoproductg spectra at
long t due to hydrogen bond reformation on two time sca
is reproduced. The noise that appears in the simulation@see
Fig. 2~b!# arises because experimental pump–probe spe
-
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From the fit, we obtain the rate constants for the two rates
hydrogen bond breaking, kb f5(1/200 fs) and kbs

5(1/2.5 ps). The two rate constants for hydrogen bond
ormation obtained from the fit werekf5(1/7 ps) andks

5(1/20 ps). The relative yields of hydrogen bonds th
break and reform quickly, break quickly and reform slow
break slowly and reform quickly, and break slowly and r
form slowly are 5, 2.5, 1, and 7, respectively. These res
are in quantitative agreement with results obtained pre
ously for MeOD using one-dimensional pump–prob
spectroscopy.6 The earlier experiments did not monitor th
appearance and disappearance of the photoproductg band.
Deuteration of the methyl group would be expected to ha
little impact on the dynamics other than the change in
vibrational lifetime~discussed above!.

Our model’s ability to quantitatively fit the pump–prob
data using only one basis function to describe the prese
d and photoproductg spectra at all times,t, is the most
significant result of the global fitting procedure. Comparis
of the two basis functions used to fit the data~see Fig. 4!
indicates the spectrum of the preservedd band is shifted to
the red compared with the initially excitedd band. Under-
standing the origin of this shift provides insight into th
mechanism of hydrogen bond evolution and the coupl
between the vibrational modes involved in the hydrog
bonded network.

We have been discussing the results in terms of hyd
gen bond breaking on the red side of thed MeOD line ~the
strongest hydrogen bonds! and the formation of theg photo-
product, which at first glance appears counterintuitive. Ac
ally, several possible models describing the hydrogen b
population dynamics can explain the observed spectral
tures in the pump–probe spectra. In the following discuss
we use the results of vibrational echo correlation spectr
copy to unambiguously demonstrate thatd MeOD’s on the
red side of thed band selectively break hydrogen bond
which generates photoproductg absorbers that are shifted t

u-
.
higher frequency~Model 4, the red-breaking model de-
scribed below!. We also demonstrate that these conclusions
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cannot be drawn from the broad-band IR pump–probe
sults presented above.

B. Correlation spectra

In correlation spectroscopy, the population and vib
tional dephasing dynamics are measured in two freque
dimensions,vm andvt . The positions and signs of peaks

FIG. 5. ~Color! The simulated vibrational echo correlation spectrum
Tw5125 fs. The positive going band arises from the 0–1 transition.
negative going band arises from the 1–2 transition. The red edge o
positive going band has contributions from a Fermi resonance with
overtone of the methyl rocking mode.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
the correlation spectra display the history of the various sp
cies involved in the hydrogen bonding dynamics. The corre

hat
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lation spectra contain information that cannot be extrac
from the pump–probe spectra or from linear absorption sp
troscopy. With the additional information contained becau
of the vt axis and detailed calculations, we are able to u
ambiguously determine that the red side of thed band pref-
erentially breaks hydrogen bonds.

Figure 5 is a contour plot of the 2D correlation spectru
of 10 mol % MeOD in CCl4 with Tw5125 fs. For Tw

.75 fs, nonresonant contributions to the signal are ne
gible. The data have been normalized to the maximum p
tive signal. The contours represent equal 10% graduati
Correlation spectra were obtained for both MeOD a
d-MeOD. Other than the differences in the vibrational lif
times, the correlation spectra of the two species display
identical time dependent features and trends. The data
MeOD will be presented because more extensive data w
taken. The positive going band on the diagonal correspo
to the 0–1 transition of thed band with a contribution from
the 0–1g band on the blue end. The red end of the posit
going 0–1 band is wider and has a different shape than
rest of the band because of contributions from the Fe
resonance~see Fig. 1!.4 The center frequencies of thed andg
0–1 transitions are indicated by horizontal and vertical lin
in Figs. 5 and 6. The negative going off-diagonal band ari
from the 1–2 transition of thed band. The 1–2 band is of
diagonal because it is described by a three level repha
diagram. The first interaction with the field produces a 0
coherence that dephases at the 0–1 transition frequency.
second interaction yields a population in then51 level,
while the third interaction produces a 1–2 coherence t

e
he
e

12987Hydrogen bond breaking
-rephases and emits the vibrational echo pulse at the 1–2

l-
at

rs
FIG. 6. ~Color! Contour plots of the
correlation spectra forTw5450 fs, 1.2
ps, 1.8 ps, and 5 ps. AsTw increases,
the off-diagonal negative going 1–2
band ~bottom! decays, the main band
on the diagonal changes shape by co
lapsing to the red and shifts somewh
off the diagonal, and a new off-
diagonal negative going peak appea
~top!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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transition frequency, which is shifted to the red by the anh
monicity (;100 cm21).47 It should be noted that the shap
of the d 1–2 transition is distorted on the red edge beca
the laser spectrum falls off rapidly at lower frequency. Co
sequently, it does not appear elongated along the diag
like the 0–1 transition. Theg 1–2 transition is not resolved
in the correlation spectrum because it is obscured by
much largerd 0–1 peak. Similar to thed 1–2 peak, the
pathway leading to theg 1–2 peak dephases on theg 0–1
transition and rephases on theg 1–2 transition, making the
peak off-diagonal. The negative goingg 1–2 peak lies in the
middle of the positive goingd 0–1 peak along thevm axis
because of its;100 cm21 anharmonicity.47 As discussed
above, the amplitude of theg transitions are;20 times
smaller than the correspondingd transitions. Although theg
1–2 peak is not resolved, the correlation spectrum indica
its presence by the asymmetry of thed 0–1 peak around the
diagonal. The presence of the negative goingg 1–2 peak
narrows the width of the positive goingd 0–1 peak on its
lower right side. The upper left side is not narrowed by ov
lap with theg 1–2 peak and so appears broader.

Figure 6, along with Fig. 5, shows five contour plots
Tw5125 fs, 450 fs, 1.2 ps, 1.8 ps, and 5.0 ps for MeOD. T
data have been normalized to the maximum positive sig
The contours represent equal 10% graduations. At 12
~Fig. 5!, the spectrum is dominated by the 0–1 band~posi-
tive! and the 1–2 band~negative!. In the 450 fs plot, the
negative going 1–2 band is less intense, and the 0–1 ba
beginning to change shape. The vibrational lifetime of
OD stretch is;0.5 ps, although there is some waveleng
dependence to the lifetime.6 By Tw5450 fs, a good fraction
of the initially produced excited state population has deca
to the ground state. Therefore, by the time of the third pu
the contribution to the signal from the pathway~diagram!
that gives rise to the 1–2 band is reduced. ByTw51.2 ps,
the correlation spectrum has changed dramatically. The
off-diagonal peak is almost gone, and the diagonald band
has clearly changed shape, contracting to the red along
vm axis. A small peak on the blue end of the diagonal 0
band has also been uncovered. As thed band contracts to the
red, the remnants of theg band are uncovered because theg
band has a longer lifetime of;1 ps. Theg 1–2 peak is still
not visible even though its 0–1 transition has been uncove
because, as we will demonstrate, only the blue side of thd
0–1 peak decays completely with the lifetime. The red s
is preserved through hydrogen bond breaking. Conseque
the preserved positive goingd 0–1 peak continues to obscu
the negativeg 1–2 peak. A new off-diagonal negative goin
peak appears located above thed band. In the 1.8 ps plot, the
1–2 peak is gone and the positive going diagonalg peak is
almost gone. The diagonald band has contracted further t
the red, and it has moved somewhat off of the diagonal.
shift of the position off of the diagonal is progressive; asTw

increases, thed band contracts and shifts off of the diagon
By 1.8 ps, the contraction is quite pronounced. The n
off-diagonal negative peak located above thed band has
grown considerably in magnitude. ForTw55 ps, the diago-

12988 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
nal g band is gone. The only remaining features are thed
band that is contracted to the red and the off-diagonal neg
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tive going peak. The observed collapse of the band to the
is not influenced by the presence of the Fermi resonance.
identical behavior was observed ind-MeOD, which does not
have the Fermi resonance.

The Tw dependence of the correlation spectra raise
number of questions: First, why is there a signal for tim
long compared to the vibrational lifetime? Although we o
served the same behavior in the pump–probe spectra, we
not discuss the origin. The peaks in the correlation spe
correspond to different radiation-system quantum pathw
that can be represented diagrammatically.49 After the second
interaction with the field~after the second pulse! two path-
ways contribute to thed and g 0–1 peaks. One pathwa
proceeds through the excited state while another path
proceeds through the ground state during the population
riod. In a pump–probe experiment, these pathways co
spond to stimulated emission and ground state bleach
by the probe, respectively. The decay of the excited s
pathway into the ground state pathway causes the signa
decay with the excited state lifetime. However, detailed
perimental studies5,6 demonstrate that following vibrationa
relaxation,;20% of the initially excitedd’s break hydrogen
bonds on a very short time scale (;200 fs). Breaking a hy-
drogen bond attached to ad removes it as ad absorber. The
broken bond eliminates twod’s and creates ag and ab.
Thus, the ground state is not completely filled followin
complete relaxation of the excited state. This leaves so
amplitude in the ground state pathway, although the exc
state pathway has decayed completely.

A new quantum pathway is generated when a hydro
bond breaks. When ad excited state relaxes and breaks
hydrogen bond, the photoproductg is in the ground state o
the hydroxyl stretch. The third interaction with the field tur
both the preservedd ground state and the newly formedg
photoproduct into 0–1 coherences. The signals are emitte
the preservedd 0–1 and at the photoproductg 0–1 transition
frequencies. Because the preservedd ground state and the
photoproductg are spectrally distinct, they can be detect
independently, as demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Th
ground state signals remain for the hydrogen bond recom
nation time, which is tens of ps.5,6

C. Hydrogen bond breaking mechanism

The second question raised by theTw dependence of the
correlation spectra is, why does thed band shift to the red as
Tw becomes longer than the vibrational lifetime? Und
standing the origin of this shift provides insight into th
mechanism of hydrogen bond evolution and the coupl
between the vibrational modes involved in the hydrog
bonded network. To address this question, we have
formed detailed calculations to model the correlation spec
thereby allowing us to quantitatively test four models of h
drogen bond population dynamics. The detailed calculati
demonstrate that three of the four models can reproduce
pump–probe spectra presented above, and so cannot be
tinguished on that basis. However, the detailed calculati
demonstrate the models can be unambiguously distinguis

Asbury et al.
a-
using vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy. The four
models are described briefly below:
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Model 1: Both d and g speciesbreak hydrogen bonds.

Model 2: Both d and g species hydrogen bondsweaken.

Model 3: Only ds hydrogen bondsweaken.

Model 4: Hydrogen bondsbreak selectively only on the low frequency side of thed band.

12989J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003 Hydrogen bond breaking
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We discussed the pump–probe results in terms o
model in whichd MeODs on the red side of the line sele
tively break hydrogen bonds and form theg photoproduct.
Hydrogen bond weakening would occur by deposition of
brational energy~heat! into an oligomer, which would make
a hydrogen bond longer on average, that is, weaken it. M
els 1–3 assume thed andg bleach features are described
their equilibrium frequencies and widths, as measured
FTIR spectroscopy of the sample~see Fig. 1!. Thus, these
models assume no frequency dependence to the hydr
bond breaking or weakening that follows vibrational ener
relaxation. Model 1 assumes the productg is also defined by
its corresponding equilibrium frequency and width~from the
FTIR spectrum!. Models 2 and 3 allow the product to hav
an arbitrary frequency shift~hydrogen bond weakening!.
Model 4 assumes only a portion of thed band is preserved
through hydrogen bond breaking. Hence, the preser
bleach and product peaks have different spectra than thed or
g bands observed in the FTIR spectrum. Model 4 is the r
breaking model. We quantitatively compare the four mod
to the correlation spectra by modeling them as the sum
overlapping two-dimensional Gaussian peak shapes. F
detailed explanation of the fitting procedure, see Appen
A.

The first step is to simulate theTw5125 fs correlation
spectrum, the spectrum prior to hydrogen bond breaking
simulate theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum, we include
seven peaks as follows: the 0–1 and 1–2 transitions of thd
band, the 0–1 and 1–2 transitions of theg band, the Fermi
resonance peak and the two cross peaks between the F
resonance and thed band. In the subsequent calculations
the Tw55.0 ps correlation spectrum, the 1–2 transitions
thed andg bands do not occur in the fit because excited s
relaxation completely depletes the excited states of both
cies by thisTw delay. The fitting procedure employs tw
complimentary experiments to further constrain the fit,
linear absorption spectrum~see Fig. 1! and the IR pump–
probe spectra~see Figs. 2 and 4!.

Many of the parameters used to describe the tw
dimensional peaks in theTw55.0 ps correlation spectrum ar
set by fitting theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum. Therefor
we display the best fit to theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum
in Fig. 7. The experimental data collected atTw5125 fs are
displayed in panel~a! for comparison with the calculate
correlation spectrum displayed in panel~b!. The data and fit
have been normalized to the maximum positive signal. T
contours display equal 10% graduations. In this calculat
all the linewidths and positions were fixed to their valu

2
obtained from fitting the linear spectrum. TheR value of
0.18 @see Eq.~A1.3!# indicates a very accurate fit to the
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experimental data. Panel~c! displays the projection of the
best fit onto thevm axis calculated by integrating over th
vt axis @see Eq.~A1.4!# compared with the experimenta
data projected onto the same axis~equivalent of the pump–
probe spectrum atTw5125 fs). Note that thevm axis is the
vertical axis in the one-dimensional frequency plot. Clea
the fully constrained best fit is an accurate description of
Tw5125 fs correlation spectrum and pump–probe exp
mental data.

The correlation spectrum calculated from Model 1 is d
played in Fig. 8. TheTw55.0 ps experimental data is dis
played in panel~a! for comparison with the calculated corre
lation spectrum displayed in panel~b!. For simplicity, we
have assumed the spectral diffusion dynamics are comp
causing the peaks to have equal diagonal and antidiag
widths. In fact, the spectral diffusion is virtually complete
determined by measurements at longerTw’s. The assump-
tion does not change the quality of the fit. The predict
pump–probe spectrum calculated from Model 1 using E
~A1.4! is displayed in panel~c!. The correlation spectra cal
culated from Models 2–4 are displayed in Fig. 9, panels~a!,
~b!, and ~e!, respectively. TheTw55.0 ps experimental cor
relation spectrum is displayed for comparison in panel~d!.
The data and fits displayed in Figs. 8 and 9 have been
malized to the peak of the positive signal. The contours d
play equal 10% graduations. The right-hand column of o
dimensional frequency plots displays the projection of
experimental data compared with the projections calcula
from Model 3@panel~c!# and from Model 4@panel~f!#. Note
that thevm axis is the vertical axis in the one-dimension
frequency plots displayed in Figs. 8 and 9. The horizon
axis displays the peak intensity integrated over thevt axis.
The R2 values displayed in the lower left corner of the tw
dimensional spectra are calculated using Eq.~A1.3!. These
numbers evaluate the accuracy with which each calcula
correlation spectrum reproduces theTw55.0 ps data.

We now discuss the results of using the modeling pro
dure described above and in Appendix A to determine wh
of the four models best describes the experimental data.
a detailed discussion of the parameters used for each mo
see Appendix B. We first consider Model 1, bothd and g
speciesbreakhydrogen bonds~see Fig. 8!. When ad breaks
a hydrogen bond, ag and ab are produced, and when ag
breaks a hydrogen bond, ana is produced. The model is
similar to the early hydrogen bond predissociati
mechanism.14–17,50 The central premise of this model sug
gests the very intuitive idea that theTw55.0 ps experimenta
correlation spectrum can be reproduced by an appropr

summation of two-dimensional Gaussian peaks whose
shapes are described by the equilibriumd and g bands, as
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Comparison of theTw5125 fs experimental correlation spectrum@panel ~a!# with the calculated correlation spectrum using the tw
dimensional Gaussian model@panel ~b!#. The contours display equal 10% graduations of the normalized data. Panel~c! displays the comparison of the
projection onto thevm axis of the calculated spectrum to the experimental data. Note that thevm frequency axis is the vertical axis in the one-dimension
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plot. The horizontal axis displays the peak amplitude integrated over thevt axis. The fit accurately reproduces the data. Many of the parameters used to fit
fo
determined from the linear absorption spectrum. Note t
the equilibrium d and g bands described well theTw

5125 fs experimental correlation spectrum~see Fig. 7!. By
inspection, it is obvious that this assumption results in a p
representation of the experimental data. For comparison
indicate theR2 value of the calculated correlation spectru
@R2 for Model 1549, see Eq.~A1.3!#, which contrasts with
the typical best-fit values of,0.2. The discrepancies are n
only obvious in the correlation spectrum, but also in the c
culated pump–probe spectrum compared with the data@see
Fig. 8, panel~c!#. Model 1 predicts theg product, which
forms when ad breaks a hydrogen bond, should appear
(vm52600 cm21, vt52490 cm21). The negative going
product signal above thed band in theTw55.0 ps correlation
spectrum appears at (vm;2560 cm21, 2490 cm21). This
peak is redshifted a full half-width of the equilibriumg peak

the Tw55.0 ps correlation spectrum are obtained from this fit. See text
away from its equilibrium frequency along thevm axis. In
addition, the central frequency of the preservedd bleach

is displayed in panel~c!. Note that thevm frequency axis is the vertical axis
vt axis. Model 1 does not accurately describe the experimental data.
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peak is substantially shifted away from the experimenta
observed frequency. Even the pump–probe spectrum
show that Model 1 is not correct. Though this model is ve
intuitive, it cannot adequately describe the data.

Next, we consider Models 2 and 3. Refer to Appendix
for a detailed assignment of band positions and widths
these models. These models are very similar, with the exc
tion that in Model 2, bothd’s and g’s weaken hydrogen
bonds, while in Model 3 onlyd’s weaken hydrogen bonds
Although there is no physical basis for Model 3, we consid
it because it produces a correlation spectrum which qua
tively looks like the data. When a band undergoes weak
ing, the entire band is weakened. In other words,d and/org
MeOD’s weaken hydrogen bonds uniformly across their
spective bands. Consequently, the preserved ground
bleaches appear with their equilibrium positions and wid

r details.
~determined from the linear spectrum!. There is no frequency
dependence to the probability of weakening a hydrogen

del
to the data
FIG. 8. ~Color! Contour plots of the experimentalTw55.0 ps correlation spectrum, panel~a!, compared with the calculated correlation spectrum from Mo
1, panel~b!. The contours display equal 10% graduations of the normalized data. The projection of the calculated correlation spectrum compared
in panel~c!. The horizontal axis displays the peak amplitude integrated over the
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FIG. 9. ~Color! Contour plots of calculated correlation spectra from Models 2–4 displayed in panels~a!, ~b!, and ~e!, respectively. TheTw55.0 ps
experimental correlation spectrum is displayed in panel~d! for comparison. The contours display equal 10% graduations of the normalized data
projections of the Models 3 and 4 are compared to the experimental data in the one-dimensional frequency plots, panels~c! and~f!, respectively. Note that the
vm frequency axis is the vertical axis in the one-dimensional plot. The horizontal axis displays the peak amplitude integrated over thevt axis. Model 4, the
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red-breaking hydrogen bond model, provides a much more accurate fit to the data than either Models 2 or 3, the hydrogen bond weakening models. In
addition, the fitting parameters from Model 4 are physically meaningful, unlike Models 2 or 3. See text for details.
bond. Weakening a hydrogen bond moves the hydro
stretch to higher frequency~to the blue!. Therefore, the
‘‘photoproducts’’ are moved to the blue. In this respect, Mo
els 2 and 3 are the same as Model 1. The difference betw
these models comes in the frequency shift of the photop
uct. By assuming that hydrogen bonds weaken rather t
break, we allow arbitrary adjustment of the position of t
product peak along thevm axis. The product peak is taken t
have identical width characteristics as the weakened gro
state. The shift due to weakening of the hydrogen bon
Dw , is defined as the splitting between the preservedd
bleach,vm,d , and the product peak,vm,p ,

Dw5vm,p2vm,d . ~3!

The magnitude ofDw describes the perturbation of the h
droxyl stretch frequency that results from weakening the
drogen bonds associated with it.

Measurements of spectral diffusion show that it is
most, but not quite complete byTw55.0 ps. For simplicity,
we take the spectral diffusion to be complete. If we assu
the opposite limit of virtually no spectral diffusion, the be
fit to the correlation spectrum is poor.~The R2 values@see
Eq. ~A1.3!# for little spectral diffusion of Models 2 and 3 ar

2
;14 and;8, respectively. Typical best fit values ofR are
,0.2.)
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With full spectral diffusion, qualitatively good agree
ment between calculations based on Models 2 and 3 and
experimental correlation spectra is obtained@Fig. 9, panels
~a! and ~b!#. Model 2 predicts that a positive shoulder a
pears at the upper right of the preservedd bleach peak be-
cause theg bleach is preserved by hydrogen bond weak
ing, R251.1. This shoulder does not appear in the da
Model 3 does not predict this shoulder because only thd
band has weakened hydrogen bonds,R251.1. The pump–
probe spectra corresponding to Models 2 and 3 are indis
guishable as well~the pump–probe spectrum of Model 2
not shown!. Although Models 2 and 3 cannot be discrim
nated either by theirR2 values or by their pump–probe spe
tra, they can be distinguished by their two-dimensional c
relation spectra peak shapes. Therefore, Model 3 descr
the experimental data more accurately than Model 2.

In addition to the shapes of the correlation spectra, th
are amplitudes. The ratio of the amplitude of theTw

5125 fs experimental correlation spectrum to theTw55 ps
experimental correlation spectrum is well defined. The c
culated correlation spectra should have approximately
same amplitude in addition to the same shape as the ex
mental data. Although the correlation spectrum calcula

from Model 3 does a reasonable job of describing the shape
of the experimental data@compare panels~b! and ~d!#, the
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than do Models
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Downloaded 01 Fe
TABLE I. Summary of fitting parameters from calculation of correlation spectra.

Model ~No.! vm,d (cm21) vt,d (cm21) Dw (cm21) FWHMd (cm21) Ad
b Ap R2

Red break~4! 2430a 2480a 130a 130a 0.32a 0.2a 0.13
Weaken~2–3! 2490 2490 5a 150 .4a .4a >1.1
Break ~1! 2490 2490 100 150 0.32a 0.3a 49
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tru
parameters required to force the model to reproduce the
essary amplitude are not physically meaningful. The fitt
parameters are summarized in Table I. Every fitting para
eter not listed in Table I was fixed from the fit of theTw

5125 fs correlation spectrum. In order to force the grou
state bleach and product peaks to appear near the freque
observed in the experimental data, a shift due to hydro
bond weakening,Dw , of only 5 cm21 is required. The peaks
overlap severely because they are so wide (FWH
5150 cm21 along bothvm andvt , a characteristic enforce
by the linear spectrum!. Therefore, they almost complete
cancel. Consequently,Model 3 requires the amplitude of th
preservedd band peak, Ad , at Tw55.0 ps to be 4.4 times
larger than its initial value at Tw5125 fs,which implies that
the preserved bleach must be 8.8 times larger than its ini
value. The amplitude of the product peak, Ap , is also .4
times larger than the initial amplitude of thed band. Only
the preserved bleach contributes to the 0–1 signal atTw

55.0 ps because vibrational relaxation depletes the exc
state. If every methanol that was excited broke a hydro
bond, the 0–1 peak would be no more than half its init
magnitude. If we force the amplitude of the 0–1 and prod
peaks to be more reasonable, say half their initial magnitu
the product peak must be shifted;100 cm21 to have the
proper amplitude of the calculated correlation spectrum. T
shift is so large that the calculated correlation spectrum lo
the same as that predicted by Model 1~see Fig. 8!, which
does not describe the data. We conclude that Model 3 ca
describe the hydrogen bond population dynamics displa
in the correlation spectra. It should be noted that Mode
predicts even less reasonable fitting parameters. Accordin
Model 2, the amplitude of the preserved bleach is 10.2 tim
the original bleach.

Finally, we consider Model 4, hydrogen bondsbreakse-
lectively only on the low frequency side of thed band. See
Appendix B for a detailed description of the fit. Model
differs from Models 1–3 in that we relax the constraint th
the preservedd bleach must be described by the equilibriu
width and position of thed band. Lifting this constraint is
tantamount to allowing a portion of thed band to selectively
break hydrogen bonds, which is the essence of the
breaking model. The correlation spectrum calculated fr
Model 4 is displayed in panel~e! of Fig. 9. TheR2 value,
calculated from Eq.~A1.3!, is ;8 times smaller than theR2

value calculated from either Models 2 or 3, indicating th
Model 4 is a much more precise description of theTw

55.0 ps experimental correlation spectrum. The project
of the calculated correlation spectrum from Model 4, d

bAmplitude relative to fit of 125 fs correlation spec
f!, agrees much more closely with the data
1–3. The ability of Model 4 to describe the
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experimental data much more accurately than Models 1
results from the fact that we allowed the position of the p
servedd bleach to move in the (vm ,vt) plane in the fit. The
important point is that the preservedd bleachcannotbe de-
scribed by the equilibriumd band. The data indicates onl
the low frequency side of thed band is preserved throug
hydrogen bond breaking.

Model 4 also comes close to the correct amplitude
the Tw55 ps correlation spectrum in contrast to Models
and 3. The Model 4 calculations give a preservedd bleach of
;60% of the initial Tw5125 fs bleach, which indicate
;60% of the methanol molecules that were excited brok
hydrogen bond. Independent experiments studying hydro
bond population dynamics in MeOD oligomers found th
20% of the hydrogen bonds are broken in;200 fs and then
another;20% break on a slower time scale of;2 ps.5,6

Extension of these experiments to this model predicts
preserved bleach atTw55.0 ps should be;40% of the ini-
tial bleach (;20% of the initial 0–1 signal!. The magnitude
of preserved bleach predicted by Model 4 is in reasona
agreement with these experiments. If the fact that spec
diffusion is not strictly complete atTw55 ps were taken into
account in the model, the agreement would probably be
nificantly better. Nonetheless, Model 4 produces the cor
correlation spectrum amplitude for physically reasonable
rameters and a much better description of the shapes
peak positions than the other models.

Model 4 yields a frequency shift of the product peak
;130 cm21. This shift demonstrates that we observe sel
tive hydrogen bondbreaking on the red side of the ban
rather than selective hydrogen bond weakening. Whe
monomer becomes a hydrogen bond donor, its average
quency redshifts;100 cm21. When a hydrogen bond dono
accepts an additional hydrogen bond, its average freque
redshifts an additional;100 cm21. By extension, the blue-
shift of ;130 cm21 predicted by Model 4 suggests a stron
hydrogen bond has broken.

There is general agreement in the literature that the
side of the hydroxyl stretch of a hydrogen bonding liqu
corresponds to stronger hydrogen bonds.1,11,16,19,39,40,42,44

Very strong evidence for the correlation between the
droxyl stretch frequency and the hydrogen bond strength
solids is obtained from correlating crystallographic data a
spectroscopic data.51 From the crystallographic data, th
length of the hydrogen bond can be determined. A sho
length corresponds to a stronger bond. Observations o
large number of compounds show that as the bond short
the hydroxyl stretch frequency shifts to the red. The fact t

m.
the crystallographic/spectroscopic relationship also applies to
liquids follows from three observations about the hydroxyl
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stretch of hydrogen bonded liquids, such as water and a
hols. First, molecules that form stronger hydrogen bonds
play larger redshifts in their hydroxyl stretch than molecu
that form weak hydrogen bonds.1,39,40 Second, the hydroxy
stretch band is inhomogeneously broadened.3,4,8,11,19,20,22,42

In a hydrogen bonding liquid, the lengths and strengths
hydrogen bonds vary substantially, giving rise to the bro
inhomogeneously broadened hydroxyl stretch band. Fina
the hydroxyl stretch frequency of water~the prototypical hy-
drogen bonded liquid! varies continuously from its low tem
perature, icelike spectrum~large redshift, strong hydroge
bonds! to its high temperature vaporlike spectrum~small red-
shift, weak hydrogen bonds! when the temperature is varie
from the freezing to boiling points.44 Falk and Ford con-
cluded that hydrogen bonds varied continuously in stren
rather than having a fixed strength.

In terms of the correlation between the hydrogen bo
strength and hydroxyl stretch frequency, we consider
;130 cm21 shift. If the frequency shift from forming an
average strength hydrogen bond is;100 cm21, then the fre-
quency shift from breaking a strong hydrogen bond might
expected to be.100 cm21. The frequency shift of the prod
uct peak is fully consistent with preferentially breaking t
strongest hydrogen bonds in thed band following vibrational
energy relaxation of the hydroxyl stretch.

In the above analysis, we assumed the spectral diffus
dynamics are complete, which simplified the models. Wh
much of the spectral diffusion has occurred by 5 ps,
dynamics are not yet complete. The assumption of comp
spectral diffusion at 5 ps does not change the analysis
sented here. As we will report in a forthcoming publication52

we find a significant slow component to the dynamics t
extends into the tens of ps time scale, which we assign
thermal equilibration within the oligomers.52 As thermal
equilibration occurs, memory of the hydrogen bond streng
is erased and the oligomers reach their thermal distribut
However, on shorter time scales, the memory of the hyd
gen bond strengths has not been erased, which permits
observe breaking of the strongest hydrogen bonds.

Breaking of the strongest hydrogen bonds is at first s
prising. Hydrogen bond breaking follows vibrational ener
relaxation~VER!. The details of which low frequency mode
will be involved in VER depend on the initial excitatio
energy and the modes that are available to receive
energy.53 VER into intramolecular modes dominates the h
droxyl stretch relaxation pathway in methanol a
water.23,27,54 For example, Iwaki and Dlott excited the hy
droxyl stretch of methanol and, within their time resolutio
of ;1 ps, observed excitation of every bending mode in
molecule.54

Preferential breaking of the strongest hydrogen bo
can occur if vibrational relaxation on the low energy side
the line populates different modes than vibrational relaxat
on the high energy side of the line, and the modes popula
through the lower energy relaxation pathway are more ef
tive at breaking hydrogen bonds. Significant support for d
ferent relaxation pathways comes from the IR pump/Ram

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
probe experiments of Iwaki and Dlott, who observed that th
pathway for vibrational relaxation was different on the red
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and blue sides of the hydroxyl stretching band in O
methanol.54 Excitation on the red side led to vibrational re
laxation that produced substantially more relative populat
of hydroxyl bends compared to excitation on the blue s
that put much more population into the CH bends and ot
modes.54 The hydroxyl bends would be expected to
strongly coupled to the hydrogen bond in contrast to C
bends.

Further support for different relaxation pathways for t
red and blue sides of the hydroxyl stretch come from a st
of vibrational relaxation of the OH stretch of HOD in liqui
D2O.55 It has been shown that the modes that are exc
following VER depend on the energy of the OH stretch, th
is, its position in the inhomogeneously broadened hydro
stretch band.55 The above considerations suggest the follo
ing. The pathways for VER depend on the frequency of
hydroxyl stretch, and therefore, the strengths of the hydro
bonds. On the red side of the line, the pathways are diffe
from those on the blue side of the line. The pathways on
red side of the line lead to population of intramolecular a
intermolecular modes that are effective at hydrogen bo
breaking, while the blue side pathways populate modes
are not effective.

Using vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy, we ha
elucidated the complicated hydrogen bond population
namics in MeOD oligomers with great detail and demo
strated vibrational echo correlation spectroscopy as a
probe of hydrogen bond dynamics. In some, but not all s
ations, information obtained by vibrational echo correlati
spectroscopy can also be obtained using frequency reso
pump–probe experiments.8 Model 4 was selected ove
Model 3 because of Model 3’s unrealistic prediction of t
amplitude of the ground state bleach at long time. In
specific case of these two models, the unrealistic amplit
predicted by Model 3 would also be apparent by fitting t
spectrally resolved pump–probe data. However, spectr
resolved pump–probe experiments do not provide the s
information as correlation spectroscopy in all situations. F
example, Models 2 and 3 could only be distinguished on
basis of their two-dimensional peak shapes. In general,
extra frequency dimension (vt , horizontal axis! greatly en-
hances sensitivity to intricate population dynamics~such as
those observed in MeOD! as well as revealing spectral dif
fusion dynamics within those populations. Spectral diffusi
dynamics can in principle be obtained using transient h
burning~THB! spectroscopy. Indeed, vibrational echo cor
lation spectroscopy is like THBwithout the time bandwidth
product limitation. However, the combined benefits of in
creased sensitivity afforded by the two-dimensional abso
tive peak shapes, the ability to measure the global dynam
at all applicable frequencies, and the ability to avoid the ti
bandwidth product inherent to THB make vibrational ec
correlation spectroscopy a powerful new probe of struct
and dynamics.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of vibrational echo correlation spectrosco

12993Hydrogen bond breaking
ewith full phase information have been used to examine as-
pects of the hydrogen bond dynamics of methanol-OD in
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CCl4 . By using extremely short pulses (,50 fs), it is pos-
sible to excite the entire very broad hydroxyl-stretching ba
including the 1–2 transition. Vibrational echo correlatio
spectroscopy combined with detailed calculations mak
possible to explicate the population dynamics of hydrog
bond evolution with considerable clarity and detail.

At short time, the correlation spectrum~see Fig. 5! is
dominated by the hydrogen bonded OD stretch 0–1 tra
tion ~positive going peak! and the 1–2 transition~negative
going peak!. However, the stimulated vibrational echo sign
can be observed for times long compared to the vibratio
lifetime (;500 fs) because of the breaking of hydrog
bonds. AsTw is increased to the time scale of and beyond
vibrational lifetime, the broad diagonald band contracts to
the red side of the line and shifts off of the diagonal. As t
hydrogen bonds break, the off-diagonal photoproductg peak
grows in.

Detailed calculations used to model the experimen
correlation spectra demonstrate that the hydroxyls with
sorption on the red side of thed band ~strong hydrogen
bonds! selectively break hydrogen bonds following vibr
tional energy relaxation. The preserved ground state on
red side of thed band in theTw55.0 ps correlation spectrum
can only be described by a model in which the red side of
band selectively breaks hydrogen bonds while the blue
does not. It is proposed that the strong hydrogen bonds~red
side of the hydroxyl stretch band! are selectively broken be
cause the low frequency modes that are excited by vib
tional energy relaxation of the hydroxyl stretch differ fro
those that are excited by VER of the higher frequency
droxyl stretches~weaker hydrogen bonds!.
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APPENDIX A: CORRELATION SPECTRUM
MODELING PROCEDURE

We quantitatively compare the four models of hydrog
bond breaking to the correlation spectra by modeling them
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S~vm ,vt!5SL~vm!(
i

@Ai exp~2~cos~u!~vm2vm,i !

1sin~u!~vt2vt,i !!2/2sd,i
2 !

3exp~2~sin~u!~vm,i2vm!

1cos~u!~vt2vt,i !!2/2sa,i
2 !#. ~A1.1!

The combined spectrum of the first two laser puls
SL(vm), influences the correlation spectrum along thevm

axis. This influence is accounted for by multiplication of th
calculated correlation spectrum by the laser spectru
SL(vm). The summation is over all two-dimensional pea
that contribute to the correlation spectrum. The parame
Ai describe the amplitudes of the two-dimensional pea
The terms including the angleu reflect a 45° coordinate
transformation from the (vm ,vt) plane to the (vd ,va)
plane ~the plane constructed from the diagonal and ant
agonal axes!. This transformation allows the diagonally elon
gated peak shapes to be described by a simple t
dimensional Gaussian function. The positionsvm,i andvt,i

reflect the position of theith peak in the (vm ,vt) plane. The
widths of the peaks along the diagonal and antidiagonal
represented bysd,i andsa,i , respectively. The diagonal an
antidiagonal widths for theith peak are constrained to pro
duce a total linewidth equal to the corresponding linear lin
width, FWHMi , which we obtain by fitting the FTIR spec
trum of the sample~see Fig. 1!. The constraint is enforced in
the fitting procedure by the following relationship betwe
sd,i , sa,i , and FWHMi :

sa,i5$@~FWHMi /2.35!22~sin~u!!2sd,i
2 #/~cos~u!!2%1/2.

~A1.2!

Consequently, for each peak, only one independently adj
able parameter is used to determine the two-dimensio
shape of the peak. The only exception is the 1–2 transitio
thed band in theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum. This pea
shape is distorted by the red edge of the laser spectr
Consequently, this highly constrained model was not use
fit this peak. The full width at half maximum of the Ferm
resonance and its cross peaks with thed band are determined
from a best fit to theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum~see
Fig. 7!.

The best fits to the correlation spectra are obtained

Asbury et al.
ol-
the sum of overlapping two-dimensional Gaussian peak
shapes having the following form:

minimizing the integral over the square of the residual v
ume,

R251003
**~SCorr~vm ,vt!2SFit~vm ,vt!!2 abs ~SCorr~vm ,vt!!dv t dvm

**abs~SCorr~vm ,vt!!3 dv t dvm
, ~A1.3!
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resulting from subtracting the two-dimensional Gaussian
SFit(vm ,vt), from the experimental correlation spectrum
SCorr(vm ,vt). The residual volume is weighted by the abs
lute magnitude amplitude of the correlation spectrum a
normalized by the total volume raised to the appropri
power. This evaluation scheme emphasizes the peaks in
correlation spectrum over the wings and the area contain
no signal. Much of the area in the two-dimensional fr
quency map contains no signal. Small amounts of noise
these areas can grow to dominate the sum of the squar
the residuals due to the large area over which they are i
grated. This problem is avoided by weighting the residu
according to Eq.~A1.3!.

The fitting procedure uses two complementary exp
ments to constrain the best fit of the two-dimensional co
lation spectra, the linear absorption spectrum~see Fig. 1! and
the IR pump–probe spectra~see Figs. 2 and 4!. The calcu-
lated two-dimensional fit is projected onto thevm axis by
integrating over thevt axis to calculate the pump–prob
spectrum,SP(vm), corresponding to the fit

SP~vm!5E Sfit~vm ,vt!dvt . ~A1.4!

The two-dimensional fit is constrained to reproduce the
pump–probe spectrum when projected onto thevm axis. In
practice, the fit is compared to the projection of the expe
mental correlation spectrum. The projection of the expe
mental correlation spectrum very accurately reproduces
corresponding IR pump–probe spectrum because the pu
probe spectrum is used as input to the phasing process i
analysis of the experimental correlation spectrum. Con
quently, comparison of the fits with the projected experim
tal correlation spectrum is no different than comparing to
pump–probe spectrum. Finally, the two-dimensional Gau
ian peak positions and total widths are constrained to ma
those obtained by fitting the FTIR spectrum of the samp
Inhomogeneity in the hydroxyl stretch causes the tw
dimensional Gaussian peaks in theTw5125 fs correlation
spectrum to be elongated along the diagonal~see Fig. 5!. The
widths along the diagonal and antidiagonal are related to
total linewidth according to Eq.~A1.2!. This constraint is
used to fit theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum as well a
every model used to describe theTw55.0 ps correlation
spectrum. The only exception to this constraint is Model
the red breaking model, whose implicit proposition is th
this constraint is not valid. High quality fits to the correlatio
spectra haveR2 values of,0.2 @see Eq.~A1.3!#. This value
is larger for models 1–3 because they cannot accurately
scribe the data.

The relative amplitudes of thed andg peaks in Models 1
and 2 are determined from the best fit to theTw5125 fs
correlation spectrum displayed in Fig. 7. The ratio of thed:g
amplitudes from the fit is;7:1, which is consistent with the
ratio of their extinction coefficients.48 The positions and am

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
plitudes of the Fermi resonance peaks used in all four mode
are fixed from the fit of theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum.
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APPENDIX B: MODELS OF HYDROGEN
BOND DYNAMICS

This Appendix summarizes the detailed peak positio
and widths used to model the two-dimensional correlat
spectra. It is designed to complement the information p
vided in the main text.

Model 1

Model 1 is similar to the hydrogen bond predissociati
mechanism that has been commonly invoked in the litera
to explain the hydrogen bond population dynamics.14–17,50In
this model, we assume all species appear at their equilibr
frequencies and widths along bothvm and vt axes. There-
fore, the d bleach appears at (vm,d52490 cm21, vt,p

52490 cm21) and has a FWHMd5150 cm21 along both
axes. Theg bleach appears at (vm,g52600 cm21, vt,g

52600 cm21) with a FWHMg580 cm21 along both axes.
The photoproductg peak appears at (vm,p52600 cm21,
vt,p52490 cm21). We assume different FWHM for the two
axes, FWHMm,p580 cm21 and FWHMt,p5150 cm21 be-
cause theg product dephased as ad (vt axis width! but
emitted as ag (vm axis width!. The producta species do not
appear in the spectral window. Thus all the frequency po
tions and widths are fixed by the linear spectrum in t
model. Only the amplitudes of the preserved bleach a
product peaks are adjusted in Model 1 to fit theTw55.0 ps
correlation spectrum and the pump–probe spectrum. Th
parameters are summarized in Table I.

Models 2 and 3

These models are the hydrogen bond weakening mod
We assume when a band undergoes weakening, theentire
band is weakened. Consequently, the preserved ground
bleaches appear with their equilibrium positions and widt
similar to Model 1. However, the frequency shift of the pro
uct peaks is allowed to vary in order to provide the best fit
the data. The position of the product along thevt axis is
fixed. The bleach features are assigned the same freque
and widths as in Model 1. The product of the weakenedd
appears at (vm,d524901Dw cm21, vt,d52490 cm21) and
the product of the weakenedg appears at (vm,g52600
1Dw cm21, vt,g52600 cm21). @Dw is defined by Eq.~3!,
see main text.# We describe the widths of the photoprodu
distributions by their corresponding parent distributions. S
the weakenedd photoproduct has a total FWHMd,p of
150 cm21 and the weakenedg photoproduct has a FWHMg,p

of 80 cm21. The amplitudes of bothd and g ground state
bleaches as well as the Fermi resonance peaks are all s
by a single fitting parameter. The amplitudes of the cor
sponding photoproduct peaks are all scaled by another fit
parameter. In total, three parameters, two amplitudes and
shift, Dw , are adjusted to fit theTw55.0 ps correlation spec
trum and the corresponding pump–probe spectrum. Th
parameters are summarized in Table I.

Inhomogeneously broadened transitions appear as p
elongated along the diagonal in vibrational echo correlat
spectroscopy. Consequently, we must consider spectral d

12995Hydrogen bond breaking
lssion when modeling theTw55.0 ps data. We assumed two
limits to describe the influence of spectral diffusion on the
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calculated correlation spectra. The first limit assumes tha
additional spectral diffusion occurs byTw55.0 ps that has
not already occurred byTw5125 fs. In this limit, we use the
identical peak shapes for thed andg bands that provide the
best fit to theTw5125 fs correlation spectrum~see Fig. 7!.
The best fits to theTw55.0 ps correlation spectrum hadR2

values of 14 and 8,;70 and;40 times larger than the bes
fit value, respectively. The second limit assumes that spe
diffusion is complete byTw55.0 ps. In this limit, all the
peaks that contribute to the calculated correlation spectra
round, having the same widths along bothvm andvt axes.
Experiments show that spectral diffusion is almost comp
by Tw55.0 ps. The second spectral diffusion limit provides
much more accurate description of the experimental dat
Tw55.0 ps. TheR2 values for Models 2 and 3 are both 1.
However, we are able to discriminate between Models 2
3 by visual inspection of the correlation spectra. Mode
assumes bothd andg bands weaken hydrogen bonds, whi
results in a preserved bleach~positive signal! at (vm

52600 cm21, vt52600 cm21). Because hydrogen bond
weaken rather than break in this model, the product of thg
band is a weakenedg that appears at (vm52600
1Dw cm21, vt52600 cm21). These features result in
positive shoulder on the upper right of the preservedd band
in Fig. 9, panel~a!. The experimental data atTw55.0 ps do
not display the positive shoulder on the upper right of
preservedd bleach. Model 3 does not predict this should
since in this model onlyd’s weaken hydrogen bonds. Ther
fore, Model 3 is a more accurate description of the exp
mental data. As discussed in the text, neither Models 2 o
get the amplitude of the correlation spectrum right. They
factors of 8.8 and 10.2 off, respectively.

Model 4

Model 4 differs from Models 1–3 in that we relax th
constraint that the preservedd bleach must be described b
the equilibrium width and position of thed band. We allow
the position of the preservedd band in the (vm , vt) plane
and its overall width to vary. Within the complete spect
diffusion limit, we constrain the widths,sd,d andsa,d , to be
the same. We constrain the position along thevt axis and the
widths of the product peak,sd,g andsa,g , to be the same a
the preserved bleach peak. As a result, we have four ad
able parameters describing the preservedd bleach, the posi-
tions vm,d andvt,d , the overall width,sd,g5sa,g , and the
amplitude,Ad . We have two independently adjustable p
rameters for the product peak, the shift along thevm axis,
Dw ~hereDw is not caused by weakening but we useDw to
preserve the notation!, and the amplitude,Ap . These param-
eters are summarized in Table I. In Model 4,Dw is defined
by Eq. ~3! ~see main text!. The position of the product pea
along thevt axis is fixed to the position of the preservedd
bleach. The positions and relative amplitudes of the Fe
resonance peaks are determined from the best fit of theTw

5125 fs correlation spectrum. In Model 4, theg band does

12996 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003
not break or weaken hydrogen bonds, so this peak is n
included in the calculations.
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